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1 Introduction
What we need to know before we talk about Agile
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Project 
Management
Project management is composed of four 
main parts. These are all important 
elements for the development of a project.

A group of people with the same north star 
seeking the same goal, to accomplish one 
or multiple objectives. Each person works 
to deliver on-project results.

A member of the team in 
charge of planning and 
directing the work required 
to complete the project.

A planned program of work 
which requiers a definite or 
indefinite amount of time 
and effort by its executor or 
executors.

It’s the process used to develop,
complete and deliver a project.

Team

Manager
Project

Management
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VS

WaterfallAgile
Cycles, repetition

Learning from mistakes
Step by step

Linear process
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What is Waterfall 
Methodology and its 
limitations

Waterfall works when you know the dimension and 
extension of what you are doing and what will be done.

Waterfall limitations

Project management processes were developed based on step-by-step 
manufacturing models the United States military used during World War II. 
The Waterfall Process developed highly structured physical environments 
where after-the-fact changes are prohibitively costly, if not imposible. 

Waterfall works well in a linear tangible project where information is clearly 
defined and quantifiable, with little or no room for change, and problems 
can be predicted and solved simply and directly.

In the Waterfall Method, work is completed in consecutive stages. You do 
not move to another stage until you have completed the work in the 
previous one. 

Requirements must be determined upfront and capabilities of all involved 
must be understood. Documentation is needed, and customers may not be 
available mid-procces for team questions or doubts. Estimation for the 
project must be made at the beginning, although this can be complex and 
uncertain, and feedback and value is achieved only at the end.

Requirements

Development

Design

Testing

Deployment
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2Agile
What we prefer doing
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“

”

How Agile 
Started The Manifesto

On February of 2001 in Utah, seventeen people who represented the 
need for an alternative documentation driven software development 
met and made the Agile Software Development Manifesto. What came 
from this meeting was symbolic and signed by all participants. The 
group named itself "The Agile Alliance," and published the manifesto 
on their website.

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by 
doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have 
come to value:

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we 
value the items on the left more,

Kent Beck,
Mike Beedle
Arie van 
Bennekum
Alistair Cockburn
Ward Cunningham
Martin Flower

James Grenning
Jim Highsmith
Andre Hunt
Ron Jeries
Jon Kern
Brian Marick

Roberr C. Martin
Steve Mellor
Ken Schwaber
Jess Sutherland
Dave Thomas

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

Source: Agi le Al l iance Webpage https://agi lemanifesto.org/
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Individuals and interactions processes and tools

By valuing people more than tools, it’s easier to take 
control of a project and meet customers’ needs.

Customer collaboration contract negotiation

Customers should take part in the development of 
the project and be aware of the details.

Responding to change following a plan

Responding to change adds value to the project. 
Working in sprints allows improvement.

Working software comprehensive documentation

Documentation takes time to develop and approve. 
That is why Agile uses only what is needed and easy 
for a developer to read and apply.

The 
Values

2
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Frequent 
release

Frequent 
feedback

Short, quick sprints allow the four values to take place correctly. 
Frequent releases and feedback, allow development to be precise, 
detailed and closer to customers needs.

Compromise and analysis become main components. The 
customer or user will decide the road and destination of the 
project, and work will be frequently tested to develop a routine 
around it.

Agile Mindset can be used in multiple frameworks to schedule 
systems or software developments.

The structure
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The Agile 
mindset

Team

Agile

Failing
FastValues

The team in the Agile
Methodology is community
driven. This means that
although each individual may 
have
personal duties, the group has
collective responsibilities and
expertise: if one fails, we all 
fail, if
one succeeds, we all succeed. 
Tasks
are not assigned by hierarchy, 
but to
who fits better for the job.
Commitment is important.

Agile chooses trust over 
control. By trusting others, 
there’s a culture of self 
respect and focus on 
motivations. By trusting your 
teammates, each one can 
focus on their own 
deliverables without feeling 
insecure.

Communication is critical to 
keep
Agile going. Other teammates 
will not get in the way of your 
chores, but when you ask for 
help, most will be willing to 
provide it quickly.

Doing it fast means failing fast 
and learning fast to improve 
fast. Agile is all about pushing to 
failure because it’s the only way we can 
really learn and improve. 

“We aim to make mistakes faster than 
anyone else”
- Daniel Ek, Spotify CEO
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Waterfall risk

Agile risk

 Time

DEFINE

BUILD

RELEASE DEFINE

BUILD

RELEASE DEFINE

BUILD

RELEASE

Agile 
process

Value Value

Value

Value

Waterfall 
process DEFINE

BUILD

RELEASE

Comparing 
Agile to 
Waterfall
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Comparing Agile 
to Waterfall

A

w

Time 
management Customer Structure Pricing Testing

Problem 
approach

Decision 
making

Sequential approach
and long-term, far in 
the future planning

Limited
customer
engagement

Rigid structure,
no allowance for
uncertainty

Testing done at
latter phases of
the project

Agreement on
deliverables at 
the start of the 
project

Deliverables 
require changes 
in priorities, and 
additional 
sprints

Whole-system
approach

Small-part 
system
of approach

Easy pricing

Flexible,
accepting
changes

Constant testingNon-fixed
funding

Customer-
focused
development

Predictable schedule
in sprints, small cycle
development
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Why use Agile

Agile will allow you to work with one main goal, but divided into 
small, constant steps and feedback. It is ideal for work which 
involves the user in the development of the project and sets short-
term goals.

Agile also helps boost creativity and participation. Having the option 
to go back a step and review it allows teammates to ideate freely 
without fear of failure or compromising the main goal.

Common misconceptions

When using Agile, there’s no
planning nor documentation

Agile is not disciplined and
changes requirements at 
any time

Agile is slow, and there is 
no design

Agile’s planning is fast and short-term; we make 
progress step by step. We do document but only 
what will help others work and grow. We are not 
into big piles of paperwork.

Any time is necessary, yes! Agile is auto-
disciplined; that is why trust and commitment 
are vital to us. We are also flexible and allow 
ourselves to rearrange decisions made 
previously if they don’t work for us anymore.

Agile has plenty of room for design! Design itself 
is an agile process, promoting investigation and 
allowing trial and error dynamics. Although Agile 
can take more time to develop a project, it 
approaches a 360° view, and fixing mistakes is 
easier, cheaper and faster than a linear 
methodology.
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Agile
Components

Framework Practice Scale
A real or conceptual structure 
intended to serve as a support 
guide for the building of 
something that expands the 
structure into something useful.

Adaptive software development (ASD)
Agile modeling
Business analyst designer method (BADM)
Dynamic systems development method (DSDM)
Extreme programming (XP)
Feature driven development (FDD)
Lean software development
Kanban
Scrum
Scrumban
Iterative

Scale Agile Framework (SAFe)
Disciplines Agile Delivery (DAD)
Large-Scale Scrum (LeSS)
Nexus (scaled professional Scrum)
Setchu (Scrum-based lightweight framework)

User story
CI/CD
RUP
Cross-funcional team
Continuous integration (CI)
Iterative and incremental development (IID)
Pair programming
Planning poker
Refactoring
Scrum events
Timeboxing
Retrospective

Scaling Agile to the enterprise 
level, typically with five or more 
interconnected teams.

A practice is a repeated exercise 
or performance of an activity or 
skill so as to acquire or maintain 
proficiency in it.

Some Frameworks Some Practices Some Scaling Frameworks
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